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It is known that a function on &’ which can be well apwoximated by poly- 
nomials, in the mean over Euclidean balls, is Lips&& smooth in the usual 
sense. In this paper an analogous theorem is proved in which [wn is replaced by a 
set X, the averages over balls are replaced by a family of sublinear operators 
satisfying certain axioms, and the polynomials are replaced by a class of functions 
having certain regularity properties with respect to the averaging operators. 
Applications are given to function theory on domains in cn, to nilpotent Lie 
groups, and to the classical Euclidean case. The first application provides a 
characterization of the duals of Hardy spaces on the ball in c”. 
Let UC Wbeanopenset. Fork = 0, I,... let Pk be the polynomials of degree 
at most k on W. If x E u, let d(x, “U) = inf{j J - y 1: y $ U} and if 0 < Y < 
d(x, “U), let B(x, T) = {y: 1 x - y 1 < Y}. Campanato [2] defined, for 1 < q < 
co, k = 0, l,..., X > 0, the space Zp, ( ) (‘ISA) U to be those f E L*( U, dx) so that 
He then proved that for certain values of K, q, A, these spaces coincide with 
classical Lipschitz spaces while for other values they yield LP spaces or functions 
of bounded mean oscillation. 
This characterization of Lipschitz spaces is of interest because it arises 
naturally in the study of the Hardy classes HP(W), 0 < p 6 1, defined in [7]. 
More precisely, one finds that the dual of HP@“) is precisely a space of type 
A?‘iqyA). It is of interest to apply these ideas to other domains, such as pseudo- 
convex domains in @“. Therefore one needs a version of Campanato’s results 
which does not rely on the notions of polynomial, of derivative, nor of transla- 
tion structure, all of which are used decisively in [2]. Our main result, Theorem 
2.1, is operator theoretic in nature and includes generalizations of the results in 
[2] as well as suitable results for domains in @” or on nilpotent Lie groups. These 
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applications will be indicated in Section 2. The thrust of Theorem 2.1 is to 
separate the formal aspects of Campanato’s theorem from function-theoretic 
ones which are already known. 
I am grateful to J. Garnett for helpful suggestions regarding the exposition. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let X be a set and % = F(X, C) the complex-valued functions on X. 
Suppose that there is an a, > 0 so that for each 3c E X and each 0 < h < a, 
there is a set B(x, h) C X, called a ball on X, satisfying 
x E B(x, h) for all 0 < h < a,, (1.1) 
qx, h,) c qx, h) for all 0 < h, ,< h, < us. w 
ThereisaC,>lsothatifforsomex,y~X,O<h<u,, 
one has y E B(x, h) then one also has x E B(y, Crh). (1.3) 
Let A? C 9 be closed under addition and substraction. Let 1 &’ 1 = (1 f(*)l: 
f E %I. We say that .z? possesses a family of averaging operators if for every 
x E X, every 0 < h < a, , there is a map Ahax: 1 &’ ( --f R+ satisfying 
A,,, is sublinear: 3Ca > 1 so that if f, g E YE’, then 
(1.4) 
The 4, satisfy the cone property: 3Cs > 1 so that if 1 < s < 2, 
f E S, 0 -=c h < 42, x 6 X, then Ad f I) < C3&,,(I f I). U-5) 
The A,,, are locally coherent: 3C; , C, > 1 so that if x, y E X, 
0 < h < a, ‘C, , x E B(y, h), and f E Z, then A,,,(1 f I) < (l-6) 
GAcm(I f 1). 
EXAMPLE 1.7. If X = DP, a, = 1, 1 < q < co, B(x, h) = {t E W: 1 t - 
x I < 4, .f = G,,(~“, d-4, then AdIf I) = [A-” Jks,h) I fW W*, f E p, 
is a family of averaging operators. 
The other principal objects of study are dz$jfermce operators. Namely, for some 
ho > 0 and each 0 < h < ho, x E X, we will hypothesize the existence of a 
linear map dh,r: 9 -+ 9 satisfying 
The local boundedness property: Let I EP. There are constants 
C,=C,(1)>1, C;=C;(Z)>l so that for any XEX, 0< 
h -=c uolc, > and f E .F satisfying If (t)l < K < co for all t E 
B(x, C,h) one has I A~+,,f(t)L I < CiK. (1.8) 
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Here for 1 = 1, 2,... we let Ok,, = d,,, 0 ... 0 d,., (1 times). Further, let 
A”,,of =f* 
A testing family on X is simply the assignment to each x E X of a subset 
sz C &‘, closed under addition and subtraction, which contains the constant 
functions on X. Let I E Zf. We will say that a testing family {3z}scx is Z-regular 
for {~4~,~), (An,x} provided there is a C, > 0 and real numbers OL = a(1), /3 = 
/3(l), y = r(Z) so that for all 0 < h < /z,, , all x E X, every 0 < h < p < a,, , 
every g E 5Yz , one has 
I &)I G GPa4.k4 g I), (1.9) 
I 4.&d%! I < Gh”P’ . fLz(l g I)* (1.10) 
Remark. We observe that neither Ah,z nor A,,, are assumed to have con- 
tinuity properties in the Lipschitz topology. They are primarily devices for 
keeping track of information. However, we must assume that the spaces Sz vary 
in a regular way with x. Property (1 .l l), which we now formulate, is rather 
technical, but it is very mild and is easy to verify in practice. 
We will say that {%z}SEX is ol-smooth (CY as in (1.9)) provided there is a C, > 1 
so that if x E X, 0 < p < a,, , t E B(x, p/C,), g, E 9,, g, E gt, then 
I&) - gt(t)l G C,P=4t(I&(.) - &(.)I). (1.11) 
EXAMPLE 1.7 (continued). Let h, = 1. For x E (w”, 0 < h < h, , 0 # w E Iw” 
fixed let A,,, f (.) jt = f(t + w(h/2)) - f(t). Fix m E Z+. Let 3, be the polynomials 
of degree at most m. Let 1 E Z+. Then{gz} is I regular for{,4nVz}, {Ah,r} with 01 =O, 
/3 = 1, y = -Z. See [2] for details. In th is case, a-smoothness is trivial. 
DEFINITION 1.12. Let X be a set, {B(x, h)} a f amily of balls, {Ah,3C} a family of 
averaging operators on 2 C 9. Suppose that {3z}SEX is a testing family. Let 
p > 0. We say that f E ~tiJ’37) provided that f E Z and 
sup k” ,t; Ah,Z(l f -g I) + sup -%o.,(r f I) -=c 03. (1.12.1) 
O<h+, -1 XEX 
XEX 
With slight abuse of customary notation, we will refer to the expression in 
(1.12.1) as Ilf /Lfl,w) . 
EXAMPLE 1.7 (continued). Let h = 0, p = h/q. If one omits the expression 
suPEx 42,.z(lf I) f rom the left side of (1.12.1) and replaces it with /If llLl , then 
one obtains precisely the function space ,LPj$‘)(lW”) of [2]. If, further, one lets 
p = 0, q = 1, then one obtains the functions of bounded mean oscillation. 
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It will be seen that the expression SUP,,~ A,O,z(l f I) in (1.12.1) is used only in 
Lemma 3.8 to see that members of appropriate Mu(%) are bounded. In applica- 
tions such as Example 1.7, it is sometimes more natural to replace this expression 
by )I f IjLr, as does Campanato. 
2. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULT AND APPLICATIONS 
We formulate the main result and immediately follow it with some explana- 
tions and applications. The proof is relegated in Section 3. This is appropriate 
because the level of abstraction seems unmotivated without the examples. 
THEORERI 2.1. Let X be a set, a,, > 0, and for x E X, 0 < h < a0 let 
B(x, h) c X be balls satisfying the regularity properties (l.l)-(1.3). Let F = 
F(X, @) be the complex-valued functions on X, 2 C F a subset which is closed 
under addition and subtraction, and for x E X, 0 < h < a, let A,,, be averaging 
operators on .Z satisfying (1.4)-(1.6). Let h, > 0 and for x E X, 0 < h < h, , 
let A,,, be dzzerence operators satisfring (1.8). Suppose that {3z}XEX is a testing 
family. Let 1 EZ* and assume that {gz} is l-regular and or-smooth for {A*,,}, 
{A,.,] with (real) constants 01 = a(l), /I = /3(l), y = y(1). Let u > 0. Suppose 
OL + p > 0 and that f E&J%). Then there is a v E 9 which is bounded and 
satisjes v(x,J = f (x,,) for every x,, such that limb+,,+ haAh.rO( 1f (x,,) - f (*)I) = 0. 
This v also satis$es: 
Ify+~<Othen3C>Osothat 
I A;,,v(% I d CA’, r = min(p + 01, Y + P + P), 
all 0 < h < ho . 
(2.1.1) 
Further, the least C for which this inequality holds depends boundedly on 1) f lIAu(g) . 
then 
IfYfP>O (2.1.2) 
I A,l,A.)lx I < Chs, s = min(/3, 01 + y) for all 0 < h < h, . 
Remark 2.2.1. The existence of different conclusions depending on the 
signature of y + p is best understood in the context of the classical Example 
1.7. Using the same notation, let us suppose that 1 > m. As already noted, 
01 = 0 and y = --I when #3 = 1. The assertion y + p > 0 means that p > 1. 
Furthermore, since ?9= = {polynomials of degree m} and wz < I, one has that 
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d:,,g(.)], = 0 = O(V) for all t > 0. Thus by (2.1.2), in case p > 1, we have 
that anfe A,(B) can be corrected on a set of measure 0 so that ( of,,f(*)\lc 1 = 
O(P). It is well known that this implies thatf is a polynomial of degree at most 
I- 1. So if f can be approximated too quickly by testing functions, then f is a 
testing function. We therefore think of y + p > 0 as the exceptional case, and 
of (2.1.2) as an abstract saturation theorem in the sense of Favard. 
The case y + p < 0 is more natural, as the rate of approximation is slower, 
and yields different results. Keeping 1 > m, but with p < 1, we obtain that v is 
bounded and 1 D~,,v(.) Ix 1 6 C/P. This puts v in the classical Lipschitz class 
of order TV by (a variant of) the Landau inequalities (see [7]) and by [5] (since w 
is arbitrary). 
It is noteworthy that in the above examples, the degree m of the polynomials 
does not appear in the conclusion. This was noted by Campanato [2]. Theorem 
2.1 shows, in fact, that one need not use polynomials at all to obtain the same 
conclusions. 
Remark 2.2.2. With no changes, one can prove a version of Theorem 2.1 
for functions with values in a Banach space. Thus, trivially, the theorem holds 
for P-valued functions. More significantly, it is useful to use such Banach- 
space-valued functions in perturbation arguments for partial differential 
equations. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let X = 5P, a,=l, and for O<h<a,, XEX, let 
~(x,h)={t~~n:~t~-x~~ <Ah). Let .%?‘=C(lFP) and let O<NEZ be 
fixed. Let 
Let m E Z+, m < 2N and let Se = {polynomials of degree at most m}. Then Y, 
is a finite-dimensional vector space which is closed under dilations of UP. Let 
dhJ(t) = f(t + h/2) -f(t) and let 1 E Z+. Since f + &,Jlf I) is a norm on 
$?= and f + ( 06,,f(.)j, j is a seminorm, it follows from the finite dimensionality 
and dilation invariance of {gz} that {g7,} is I-regular for {&J, (A,,,} with 01 = 0, 
/3 = 1, y = -1. Therefore the AU(Y) in this example gives rise to the same 
Lipschitz classes as those in Example 1.7. 
We now indicate two applications which are less trivial. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let 9 C @n have P boundary, N > 2. Let X = 6.9. If 
x E X, let vg be the unit outward normal to bB at x. If z, w E @n, let z . w = 
~~=, ziwj . Let 0 < r < a, = 1. Define B(x, r) = {z E X: j(z - x) . Cx 1 < r, 
1 z --x I2 < r). Let da be (2n - 1)-d imensional Hausdorff measure on 6.9. 
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We further let .Z’ = Lq(653, da), where we do not adhere to the custom of 
identifying two elements which differ on a set of measure 0. Let f~ 2, x E X, 
0 < h .< a,, I < q < co. Define 
h4l f I) = (w(B(~, 4)) J‘,,,,,, I fW W))li*. 
For future reference, we note that a(B(x, Y)) - yn, 0 < I < a, (after shrinking 
a, if necessary), where “A(Y) - B(r)” means there exist constants 0 < C, , 
C, so that 
C,A(Y) < B(Y) 6 &4(Y). 
The reader is referred to [9] for the basic concepts regarding B(x, I), do in this 
case. 
By the compactness and smoothness of 653 there is an r. > 0 so that for all 
PE 62, B(P, Y,,) is contained in a coordinate patch for bg. Shrinking r. if 
necessary, we may choose a Cl frame e, ,..., ea,+r for the tangent bundle to b&3 
over B(P, r,,) so that e,(z),..., ea+r(z) are orthonormal in the inherited Euclidean 
metric for all z f B(P, Y,,). Further, we may suppose that ea+r(z) = Jvz, all z, 
where J is the inherited complex structure. Again shrinking Y,, if needed, we 
choose a coordinate frame x1 ,..., x2+1 on B(P, YJ so that the coordinate map 
xp: B(P, YJ ---f Wp C R2n-1 
satisfies 
[~‘,(P)]-~(a/ax~) = e,(P). (2.4.1) 
Note that P is the only point in B(P, Y) at which (2.4.1) will hold. 
Fix k E Zf. We say that a monomial xE == n:lf;’ .a$~ in the local coordinates 
on B(P, Y,,) is admissible of order k if ~~“~’ Ei + 2[,,-, < k. A polynomial in 
-xi ,..‘, * 272 1 x _ is admissible of order k if it is a linear combination over @ of 
admissible monomials of order k. 
We define a testing family as follows. If P E b3, let gP C Z be the space 
of functions of the form 
(XB(P.roA.N .R( ) +c, 
where C is a constant and g is a function on B(P, rO) which, when expressed in 
local coordinates centered at P, is an admissible polynomial of order k. 
Now if B(P, Y,,) C b9 is as above, .a E B(P, r,/2), ho = r,/(4qN), 1 s 1 < ho, 
1 < j < 2n - 1, we let yz(s, ej) = y(s) be the lcniqlce integral curve of the 
vector field ej satisfying ~(0) = z. 
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We intend to apply Theorem 2.1 a total of 2n - 1 times, so we will have 
2n - 1 difference operators. Thus for x, y E X, f E 9, 0 < h < h, , we let 
Cdj)h.s f (‘)I, = [f (Yv((h/2)“2~ ej)) -f(Y)1 ’ XB(r,7-,ldY)9 1 <j<2n-2; 
(2.4.2) 
(4,~,),,,f (.)I, = [f (r,(W, ed - f b)l . x~~~,+d4)). (2.4.3) 
It is routine to check that all properties (1. I)-( 1.6), (1.8) are satisfied for our X, 
Bt -4h.x > (dj1h.z 7 ao 7 ho . In order to apply Theorem 2.1 to these objects, we 
must see that 
{gz> is [.Vg] + 1 regular for {&.J, ((4)h,,), 1 <j < 272 - 2, (2.4.4) 
{~J is [Alp] + 1 regular for {4&l, ~(~2n-l)hsrlr (2.4.5) 
and we must compute the 01, 6, y for which these assertions hold. 
Fix PE b9 and 1 < j < 2n - 2. Let C@ be those f E 9, so that when f is 
expressed in local coordinates, f(x) = C a&, then x / uE Ie = 1. Let p = 
x(P) E F!P-1 and for 0 < T small, let 
I,-(p, Y) == ix E w-1 : *El 1 xi - pi /* + 1 XZnel - 
I i=l 
We may suppose that 
V( P, 2) 2 xp(B(P, y,,)) 2 v( P, 1) 
by a simple change of scale. Then we have that 
j,$ ~vro,l) If (41” da9 b co > 0 
- P2n--1 I < r(. 
(2.4.6) 
for some constant c, since a compactness argument shows that the infinum is 
assumed. On the other hand, 
sup 
Ms; 
r2A’q’+1 f(p) 1 < do < 00. 
Thus 
f(p) 1 < do/co Jvtv,,I 1 f (x)lQ d&“. (2.4.7) 
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By homogeneity, (2.4.7) holds for alIfE gP . An easy dilation argument, using 
the dilations 
70. * (x1 )... , x2+1) --f (p%1 ,..., p1hpn-2 , ppn-1) 
shows that for f E 9, , 
If we use (2.4.1), (2.4.6), this translates to 
By Taylor’s formula, for p 3 h > 0, this becomes 
I(‘jj)~~]+‘f(.) lp 1 < ,3/&2)[‘~;Q]+‘(p1/“)-[‘~:‘n]-l Ldp,e(l f I), 
fEgP> I <.j<2n-2. (2.4.8) 
A similar, but easier, argument shows that 
lfP)I G C-%,P(lf ILf E 9P Y 1 <j<2n-2. (2.4.9) 
Finally, or-smoothness is clear from the smoothness of the coordinates. 
In summary, for 1 < j < 2n - 2, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled 
with 01 = 0, /3 = $[2h/q] + 4, y == - +[U/q] - 4, I = [2/\/q] + 1. Now let 
0 < h < (N - 2)/2 and f E -X,,, . Then (2.1.1) applies and we have that 
Y = min(h/q, X/q) = A/q, j = l,..., 212 - 2, (2.4.10) 
for bounded functions vi which agree with f at all Lebesgue points off with 
respect to the cover B(x, Y). That f = vj almost everywhere, therefore, is well 
known (see [9]). Recalling the definition of dj and (a variant of) the Landau 
inequalities, we find that 
An f E -MA,, can be corrected on a set of measure 0 so that 
it is Lipschitz smooth of order 2X/q, uniformly, along integral (2.4.11) 
curves of the e, ,j = l,..., 2n - 2. 
(See [ 1, 71 for basic facts about Lipschitz spaces.) A completely analogous argu- 
ment reveals thatfcan be corrected on a set of measure 0 so that it is (uniformly) 
Lipschitz smooth of order X/q along integral curves of eznPl. A moment’s reflection 
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yields that the same v is used for all j = I,..., 2n - 1 so that the same correction 
on a set of measure 0 will (unambiguously) work for all j. 
Combining these results with results which are implicit in [4, 51, we find that 
we can summarize our computations in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.4.12. Let 9 C @” have c” boundary, 1 < q < ~0, (Jo - 2)/2 > 
h/q > 0. Suppose that f E Lq(b9) satisfies 
p) IfC4 -&)I” d44]1’R 
O<P<U,J 
+ ““PP [js,,,, IfW” d44]1’q < 00. 
Then f E PAin in the sense of [8]. That is, if A is a monomial in the vector fields 
e, ,..., e,,-, in which e, occurs ai times and if f?(a) = xf”;” ai + 2a2n-1 < 2X/q, 
then Af exists, is continuous, and is uniformly Lipschitz of order 2h/q - s(a) along 
integral curves of e, ,..., e2,-z and is uniformly Lipschitz of order (2X/q - S(a))/2 
along integral curves of eznml . 
Remark 2.4.13. Example 2.4 was the motivation for this work. Since the 
notion of “polynomial” and “derivative” change from point to point, and since 
there are no translations on bSB, one can see how the definitions in Section 1 arose 
rather naturally. The spaces A!,,(S) in Example 2.4 arose in the study of Hardy 
spaces on strongly pseudo-convex domains (for which see [3]). 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let G be a connected, simply connected Lie group and g its 
(finite-dimensional) Lie algebra. The group G and algebra g are said to be 
nilpotent if there is an M > 0 so that all commutators in g of order M vanish. 
Such groups are known to have Iw” as their underlying topological space, and it 
is further known that the group operations are given by polynomials in the 
coordinates. The exponential map g + G is a globally defined diffeomorphism. 
We say that G, g are stratified if we can write 
as vector spaces with the property that X E Vi , I’ E Vj implies [X, I’] E V,,i 
when i + j < m and [X, Y] = 0 otherwise. We will not need the customary 
assumption that [Vi , P;] II kwitj There is a natural family of dilations 
Tg: g ---f g given by 6, @I ... @ b, + 66, 0 ... 0 srnb,,, 
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This induces a corresponding family of dilations on G. It is therefore natural to 
define, for p > 0, 
B(e, p) = exp{b, @ ..* 0 b,,, E g: 1) bj /I < pjlns, j = l,..., m>. 
Here e E G is the group identity (which equals 0 in the coordinates) and 11 1 is 
some metric which we put on g so that the Vj are orthogonal. Further, we let 
B(g, p) = g . B(e, p). We recall that Lebesgue measure 9’ is the invariant 
measure on G and we define 
for any f ELQ(LY) = .sP C S. Of course X = G. Let lTrj ,..., Vkij be an 
orthonormal basis for Vj and define, for h > 0, f E .F, 
(dij)h,gf (.) = f k exp h’l’“P) arc) - f k). 
Finally, if I, nr E Ef are fixed let CYO be those polynomials x a,.~ in the coordinates 
xij t) exp 1 xijliij 
( 1 i.j 
satisfying zj xisk, C+ . j < m. For any g E G, let 9, be the translate of 9, by g. 
One calculates, much as in (3. l), that for f E G, , 0 < h < p < 1, 
If(g)1 G CJL,(lf I) 
and 
l(4,>;., f (.)I, I G C~~j’mP-zi’nh&g(l f I). 
So, the {gg,> are Z-regular for (Ahsl}, (&,}. Th e ar-smoothness is checked as in 
Example 2.4. Applying (2.1.1) and theorems in [4] with I > mX/q (to avoid 
y + p = 0) we conclude: 
THEOREM 2.5.1. Let f ELq(G). Suppose that h > 0 and 
+ "lip K,, 1) 
If (x)1” d-P(x)] “* < cci. 
5W34/3-9 
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Then f can be corrected on a set of measure 0 so that f E r,,,,(G). That is, ifA is any 
monomial in Vii so that the vectors Vii occur exactly a,j times and if 
s(a) = Cj * aij < d/q, 
i,j 
then Af exists, is continuous, and is uniformly Lipschitz smooth of order (mhlq - 
s(a))/j along integral curves of Vij . 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
It is best to refer to Example 1.7 to find motivation for the steps of the proof. 
The proof will be divided into a sequence of lemmas, some of which are 
parallel to those in [2]. The constants in the proof are of no interest. For con- 
venience, they are all assumed to be greater than one and will all be denoted by C, 
C’, etc. There is no loss to suppose a0 = h, and we do so. 
Let feAJ9), 0 -=c h <h,, E > 0, x E X. We let ~(x, h, E, .) denote 
any (not necessarily unique) v E 8, satisfying 
I &.x(lf - v I) - & AdIf - 4 I>1 -==c ~0 (3.1) 2 
In many applications there is a unique minimizing p, but its existence is not 
needed. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let x E X, 0 < p < a,, t E B(x, p/(Cd . CT)). Then 
j p(t, p, f.+, t) - q+> p, PUS 41 < cP”+u* 
Proof. By (1.1 I), the left-hand side is 
< C~~-%,c,.t(l dt, P, P“, .> - dx, P> P”, .)I). 
By subadditivity, this is 
< CP~~,,,,,(I dt, P, Pi> -> - f (.)I) 
+ W&c,.,(lf(.) - dx, P> pup *)I> = ~-1 + 72 . 
If C’ > 2 then 7r < C’p=A,,J.) < C’p”+~. Also, if C’ > C, then 72 < 
CpmA,,,(.) < Cp=+u. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let a, > p > 0, x E X, n E Z+. Then 
A2-“-‘p,r(l I+, 2+p, (2-np)U, .) - v(x, 2-“-$, (2-+$)“, .>I> < q?p)“. 
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Proof. By sublinearity, the left-hand side is dominated by 
cA2-“-‘~.s( I q(x, 2-“p, (2-‘4oy, .) - f (*)I) 
+ CA-“-&.(I q(x, 2-7, (2-n-1P)rr> .I -f(.)l) 
We apply the cone property to the first term and (3.1) to both terms to complete 
the proof. a 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 0 < p < a, , .x E X, i E Z+. Then 
i-l 
/ rp(x, p, pu, x) - I&, 2-5, (25)“, x)1 < c 1 pU++u+a) 
?&=O 
Proof. The left side is 
i-l 
< ,Fo / p)(x, 2+p, (2+p)‘“, x) - ?+, 2-“-5, (2-n-1P)P, x)1 
i-l 
< c c (2-7)” &+‘o.r(l v(x, 2-73, (qy’, *) 
?I=0 
- p(x, 2-9, (2-“-r& .)I) 
by the Z-regularity of 9 and by the cone property. We apply Lemma 3.3 to the 
last line to obtain the desired conclusion. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. For each x E X there is a v(x) E Q= so that for any p, 0 < p < a, , 
I dx, /J, P, -4 - $41 d cp”+ol. 
Proof. The proof has two steps: 
Step Step I. Let a, > h > 0 be fixed, j EZ+-, x fixed. Then {~(x, 2-jh, 
(2pjh)“, ~)}~=r+ is Cauchy as j - co. To see this, let 0 < k < m and apply 
Lemma 3.4 with p = 2-“h, i = ?n - k. Then 
/ q~(x, 2-kh, (2+h’h)“, x) - q~(x, 2?h, (2-“h)“, x)1 
m-k-l m-1 
< C c (2-khh)u+or(2-n)“+or < C c h“+‘(2-n)“+e. 
,I =o n=k 
Since p + 01 > 0, the claim is proved. 
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Step II. The limit in Step I is independent of h. To see this, let 0 < h, < 
h, < a, . For any i E H+ we have 
1 q(x, 2-“h, , (2-ihJ‘, x) - c&v, 2Yh, , (2-ihp)“, x)1 
< C(2-ihl)a &,&j 9)(x, 2?h, , (2-ihJ‘, .) 
- &, 2-“12, , (2-ihz)“, .)I) 
< C(2-‘h,)a ~4,-5+,(l c&r, 2-ih, , (2-ihl)u, .) - f(.)i) 
+ C(2-‘h,)u &-QJ ~(zc, 2-‘h, , (2-ih,)“, .) -f(*)j) (3.5.1) 
The first term is majorized by C(2-ihl)a+u. The second is majorized, making 
repeated use of the cone property, by 
C(2-‘A,)” CW%dh)~ _. 2 v&l dx, 2-‘h, 9 (2-%)“, *) -f-(.)0 
< C(2-ih,)“(2-ih,)“(h,/h,)C. 
Thus (3.5.1) is dominated by C(2- ) i p+a, where C -= C(h, , h2), and this tends 
to 0 with I/i. 1 
Remark 3.5.2. A repetition of the above proof shows that V(X) is unam- 
biguously defined no matter how q~(x, p, pu’, .) is chosen. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let x E X, 0 < h < a,,/(C, * C, * C,), C, = C,(Z). Then 
Proof. Fix x. By Lemma 3.2, for t E B(x, C,h), we have 
I p)(t, C&h, (C&Q‘, t) - P)(x, C&k (C&h)“, t)l d Ch”+a 
BY (1.9 
Here we use the linearity of Ah,r . 
By Lemma 3.5, 
I dt, GC&, (GW“, 0 - WI < Chy+oI 
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so by (1.8) again 
The result now follows by the triangle inequality. 1 
LEMMA 3.7. Let x E X, 0 < h < cl,, . If y + p < 0 then 
i dk.rp(~, C&h, (C,C,h)“, .)I, 1 < ChsfY+“. 
Proof. Just as in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, we use property (1.10) to observe that 
for n EZ+, 0 < h <. a,, 2+-lp > h, we have 
, dj&p(N, 2-“p, (2-np)u, .)I2 - d&p(x, 2-"-$3 (2-"-$)"? .)1x I 
< ChRpY+“(2-n)Y+“. 
It follows that if h,/2 < h: < h, and h = 2-ihi for some i E Z+ then 
/ &p(.~, 4, (4)“, *)I, - &w(x, 2-%, , (2-%)“, *)I, I 
i-l 
< c C (h~)Y+~(2-n)Yf” h’ < 1?‘(2-~)v+’ h
n=o (3.7.1) 
since y + p < 0. Here C’ depends on hi which is comparable to h, , hence is a 
universal constant. (Of course C’ also depends on y + IL.) Hence 
1 d;,,~(x, h;, , (hi)“, .)1x - A;,,&, h, h*, .)I, 1 < C’~Z~+“~~. (3.7.2) 
Finally, 
t ChS&;.z(l f (.)I). 
In the first inequality, we have applied (1.10) with p = h; . Now the last line is 
< C 11 f JI.N,(q) . he. Combining this with (3.7.2) yields the result. a 
LEMMA 3.7’. Let x E X, 0 < h < a,. Let y + p > 0. Then 1 A~,&x, C,C,h, 
(C,C,h)l’, .)!,I < Chs. 
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Proof. Same as 3.7 except (3.7.1) ends with ,<C’hs instead of < C’(2-i)Y+4z~ 
since y + p > 0. 1 
LEMMA 3.8. The function v: X + B is bounded. 
Proof. By (1.9), for x E X, 0 < p < h, , 
This and Lemma 3.5 yield the result. 1 
LEMMA 3.9. We have that v(x) = f(x) for every x E X satisfying 
limh+&a-4n,.(lf(x) -f(.)l) = 0. 
Proof of Lemma 3.9. Let x be as in the hypothesis. Then 
I f(d - v(s)1 < I f(x) - dx, h, h’“, .x)1 + I ~(x, h, h”, x) - v(x)I. 
The second terms tends to 0 with h by 3.5. We apply (I .9) to the first term to 
obtain that it is 
< Ch”A,,,(If(x) - V(X, h, h”, .)I) 
< Ch”A,,,(l f(x) -f(.)l) + Ch”&.,(lf(.) - dx, h, h”, .)I) 
and as h + 0 these tend to 0 by hypothesis and by the definition of JYJS) 
(since 01 + p > 0), respectively. [ 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, if h < h,/C, y + p < 0, 
then 1 di,5v(.)I < Ch’, where r = min(a + p, p + y + CL). On the other hand, 
if y + p > 0 we replace Lemma 3.7 with the hypothesis of (3.7’) to obtain 
I 4.cA~)lz I < Chs, s = min(or + p, B). 
The extension to h,/C < h < h, is trivial because v is bounded by Lemma 3.8. 
The other parts of the theorem are contained in Lemma 3.9. 1 
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Note added in proof. It is important to note that the case y + p = 0 in Theorem 2.1 
is not treated because it would lead to incorrect results. Consider the setup in Example 
1.7. Let 4 = 1, 0 < mEh, 9, = 8, = {polynomials of degree not exceeding m} for 
every x E [w”. Let I = m hence we are forced to let y = -m, /? = m, pi = 0. Let p = m. 
If Theorem 2.1 held under these circumstances then we would conclude that f f -du 
agrees a.e. with a function v E Lip m (i.e., V is in Cm-’ and if D is a differential operator 
of order m - 1 then 1 Do(x + h) - Dv(x)/ < C 1 Il 1 for all h). This is false (see [2]). 
The correct result is obtained for p = m by letting I = m + 1, ,I3 = m + 1, y = -m- 1, 
n == 0 whence y + p = - 1 < 0 and 2.1 yields that o is in the Zygmund class .4, . 
I am grateful to G. B. Folland and D. Jerison for helpful remarks on these matters 
and for helping me detect some errors in an earlier version of the paper. 
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